Abstract. The airship modeling is the basic of the airship control problem, a class of simplified nonlinear model of pitching channel is studied in this paper. On the base of all above mentioned, the speed control is separated from the attitude control, and the speed is controlled by a simple constant control scheme. This paper has proposed a control scheme that is similar to robust sliding mode control scheme in the condition that the information of the unknown portion of the assumed airship model satisfy the norm-bounded condition and the boundary is known. Finally this control scheme is proved to be effective by detailed numerical simulation.
Introduction
The wide application value and prospects of airship attracts notice all around word, and more and more literature cover it.
In airship control process, little perturbation method is mainly used in attitude control. The little perturbation can decouple the whole system into two standalone linear system. In order to make the system parameter be not sensitivity to disturbance out of the system. Literature [1] translated system into a SISO system by introducing internal feedback and designed a controller for the system. Literature [2] used traditional PID control method to design a inside and outside controller for little perturbation linear system. Literature [3] decoupled airship nonlinear model with six degree of freedom into the vertical and horizontal movement model and used PI control method to study trajectory-tracking problem of airship.
Based on airship nonlinear model of pitching channel and attitude control task, and the system is assumed that the information of the unknown portion of the system satisfy the norm-bounded condition and the boundary is known, a control scheme that combines robust control method and sliding mode control scheme is used to design a pitching channel attitude-tracking controller in this paper. Finally, this control method is proved to be effective by detailed numerical simulation.
Model Description
Based on the previous work, the pitch channel model of airship can be described as follows [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] : 
The definition of ij a see the definition of M in previous work. Choose the expect value of all states , , , , , u w q x z q are , , , , ,
Use the inverse matrix of M
To make it convenient for reading, some functions can be written as follows [ Then the system can be written as follows There are some improvements to the above control law, design: It is not difficult to prove that:
Robust Sliding Mode Control of Attitude
So system is stable.
Numerical Simulation
The system is proved to be stable by theoretical derivation as above, in order to test the stability of the system, this section uses SIMULINK tool case in MATLAB to the simulation.
In this section, choose 10000 2 = u , assume that the initial height is 1 meter, and choose 01 . From the simulation results, a conclusion can be got that there are big vibration chatter in system (attitude angle, nonhyperbolic moveout, speed of attitude angle rotation) as sign function is introduced. Though it has little effect on flight path, the airship is unstable. So smooth function can be considered to substitute for sign function. 
Conclusion
In this paper, a nonlinear model of pitching channel of airship has been established, In the condition that the information of the unknown portion of the assumed airship model satisfy the norm-bounded condition and the boundary is known, this paper has proposed a control scheme that is similar to robust sliding mode control scheme. The simulation results show that smooth function can alleviate vibration chatter, the insufficiency of smooth function is that there is offset in system, but the offset can be eliminated by adjusting coefficient. this control method is proved to be effective by numerical simulation.
